Introduction
Sequence alignment is a process of finding matching between DNA and Protein sequences in character-to-character level. The main role of sequences comparisons algorithms is to detect homologous regions between compared sequences. Comparing sequences may reveal or predict functional, structural, and evolutionary analogies.Sequence alignment algorithms are classified into global if the sequences compared as a whole. Conversely, a local sequences alignment is to detect regions of similarity between compared sequences. In local sequence alignment, a number of similar subsequent can be produced. Furthermore, sequences in different species may be similar over short conserved regions and dissimilar over remaining regions. A pairwise alignment is dedicatedto aligning two sequences. While, multiple sequence alignments considering more than two sequences. Dynamic Programming (DP) methods [1, 2] are used in aligning global and local sequences, respectively. These algorithms produce an accurate optimal alignment with high computations and memory costs when comparing long sequences.
In order to transform one sequence into another using DP methods, a series of mutation events are considered, which include match, mismatch, insert and delete (indel). These mutation events are calculated using a substations matrix and a scoring scheme, where each pair of residues can be scored, and the similarity score is the sum of the scores of the individual residues. The optimal alignment is then considered with the maximum similarity score for compared sequences.
In substation matrix, sequences compared on a character-to-character level based on scoring records to reveal biologic relevance and evolutionary distance between compared sequences [3, 4] . Scoring record in the substitution matrix depends significantly on the character, whether nucleotide or amino acid. Usually, the number of observed substitutions is less than the real number of substitutions occurring in evolutionary distance, because for a long period the possibility of second substitution increases. To resolve these problems, several attempts have been made to improve substitution matrix, which effect on the scoring systems up-to-date.
Nucleotide Substitution Matrix Model:
From biological scenery nucleotides tend to have the same rate of mutation [5] , thereby simple substitution scheme adopting such as estimating one for matching residues and zero for a mismatch or gap residues. Numerous statically and mathematical experiments have established to calculate nucleotide differences by considering probability matrices. Markov chain based methods [6] , and maximum likelihood methods [7] deduce the substitution probabilities, which lead to the most probable model of evolutionary distance.
Amino Acid Substitution Matrix Models
In contrast to nucleotides, different amino acids mutate at different rates [5] . Biologist elucidate that the number of mutation steps needed to transform amino acids ranges from one to three. Therefore, different mutation rates are obtained among amino acids because of the variation in mutational distance. Furthermore, the diversity of the physicochemical properties constitute in the conformation of the protein structure in different degrees. Amino acid substitution matrixes reflect the fact of different mutation rates for amino acid and record scores for all possible changes. PAM and BLOSUM series are two popular methods for amino acid substitution matrixes until today.
Dayhoff and Schwartz [8] , devised Percent Accepted Mutations (PAM), substitution matrix for aligned amino acids to detect regions of similarity in two sequences. PAM based on statistic model consequent from observation of a percent of evolutionary change in a physicochemical of amino acids. One of the assumptions in PAM matrix is that: similar structure and chemical proprieties in any two amino acids involve evolutionary alteration at higher extent between them, while the less similar amino acid alteration could be neglecting. The percent of the evolutionary alteration of amino acids constituted in building a substitution matrix for aligned amino acids. All PAM series was then discovered based on different percent of evolutionary alteration of amino acids, for instance PAM1, PAM30, PAM250.
Henikoff and Henikoff [9] , devise BLOcks SUbstitution Matrices (BLOSUM) series. The notion based on observation for any couple of distantly related sequences tendency toward having a highly protected region or blocks occurred by less conserved expansions of sequences. Probability values used in building a substitution matrix for BLOSUM based on physicochemical proprieties for two residues. In BLOSUM, the values of a similarity percent attached to the name of the matrix such as BLOSUM30, BLOSUM62, and BLOSUM80. PAM and BLOSUM share some characteristics, such as both of them 20 × 20 matrixes. Furthermore, in both models similar residues are considered with high values while replacements considered with lower values. Difference between the two models appears from their formation, where PAM model based on observations of closely related sequences while BLOSUM model based on observations of alignments of distantly related sequences. BLOSUM model tends to output better findings than PAM model [10] , especially in aligning distantly related sequences.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the parameters in local sequences alignment. Mathematically and statically models are addressed and detailed. In section 3, estimated values are tested, and the results were discussed and validated. While, section 4, conclude the paper and highlight the major contributions.
II. Parameters for Local Sequences Alignment
In local sequences alignment, the alignment scores s(i,j) is consider as the score of the aligning the subsequence (A 1 ,..,A i-1 ) and (B 1 ,..,B j-1 ) in accordance with the substitution matrix S(A i ,B j ). While, on other cases the gap open penalty deducted from the score of the subsequence alignment. These processes can be defined more formally by the following equation:
The adjacent cells in the matrix s(i,j) with the recursive relation and linear gap penalty g, appear in equation (1) . However, for implementing local sequences alignment using affine gap model new equations defined and adjusts with affine gap function µ (r). An improvement in equation (1) is added in (2), (3), (4), and (5). A gap-opening penalty ∂ and a gap extension penalty α defined. Furthermore, the alignment preceded by a gap of length r = 1, …, i, which represent an insertion in the first and second sequence respectively.
In order to calculate gaps according to equation (2) two matrixes introduce in (4) and (5), in addition to the similarity matrix (3). These additional matrixes used to compute the cost of a set of gaps in the two sequences. A major drawback with affine gap model is that the alignment of sequences requires O(MN 2 ) in running time and O(MN) in memory space [3] , M and N are lengths of any two sequence. Gotoh [11] , reduced running time for implementing sequences alignment using affine gap model to O(MN), this valuable study make using affine gap model more convenient and with biological perspective.
1.
Mathematical Induction for Local Sequences Alignment:
The most well-known algorithm used in local sequences alignment is Smith and Waterman (SW) algorithm [2] . SW algorithm is controlled by scoring scheme including matches, mismatch, gaps (insert and delete), and substitution matrix. These parameters have several values stemmed by different alignments. The algorithm relies on setting these parameters, which extremely influenced the quality of the resulting alignments [12] . Local sequences alignment based on SW algorithm always considered positive values in building the similarity matrix; however, negative values are rejected and replaced by zero. Parameters are usually adjusts, but not necessary to match , mismatch , and a gap penalty . Consider two sequences (A 1 ,. .,A i ) and (B 1 ,..,B j ) , the local sequence alignment is defined as follow [13] { (6) SW algorithm is initialized by S 0i = S j0 = 0for 0 < i < n, 0 < j < m. The score of the maximum alignment is calculated by numbers of match, mismatch, and gap columns multiplied by corresponding parameters values as follow * + * + * + (7) An optimal alignment of A and B is one that maximizes equation (7) ( ) (8) SW algorithm can be described as identifying relationship between two sequences with diverged of random scoring scheme elements [14] . This relationship appears in calculating alignment scores for two sequences A i and B j with linear gap, match, and mismatch, as the following (9) Where is the alignment score, are scores of the match, mismatch, and gap, respectively, while W, U, and V are numbers of columns of the match, mismatch, and a gap, respectively. It is clearly identified that depends on three parameters . However, based on (8) there is a unique alignment score , which represents the maximum score of the alignment and depends only on one parameter defined by [15] . The total length of the two sequences calculates as follows (10) Where, L A and L B are the sequence lengths. By compensating values from the equations (9) and (10) then written as follows
⁄ (12) The maximum alignment is determined by , which may efficiently use to set an effective scoring scheme. When , then minimumgapped as mismatch over the gap. When , , then score higher gap region than mismatches. When , , then score higher gap region than matches, which is unreasonable case.
Statically Estimation for Local Sequences Alignment:
The possibility of optimal alignment using scoring scheme can be calculated statically using a likelihood values, where a higher likelihood is of great confidence. A maximum likelihood alignment [16] is based on the evolutionary model with insert, delete, and substitutions events can be considered in the sequence alignment problem. The probability of nucleotide to change from the current state into another state is a Hidden Markov Model process (HMM) of the evolutionary model. HMM, is a stochastic model representing the properties of real data using statistic model. It mainly used to predict and simulate the alignment parameters statically [17] . A pair of sequences M and N are derived from a common ancestral sequence Q by a time g as follows:
( ) ∑ ( ) ( ) ( )(13) Where, ( ) is the probabilities of sequence Q, and ( ) and ( ) are the probabilities of changing state from sequence Q to sequence M and N, respectively. The statically representation of the substitutions model of nucleotides to change state from ito j in a time t with s rate ofsubstitution is calculated as follows:
In searching for optimal alignment, the sub-sequence length is differing in sizes according to the chance of occurrence. The probability of sequence Q to spilt in n subsequences is written as follows:
The calculation of the likelihood requires the calculation of changing probabilities from ancestral to descendant sequences, as well as calculation of the probability of the ancestral sequence. Thus, the probability of changing path ( ) by the alignment using parameters is written as follows ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (16) In local sequence alignment, to predict SW parameters, sequences are modeled using HMM [15, 18] . Statically model of the SW parameters determines the significance of the alignment. Furthermore, the model is used to prove the reliability of the alignment and to describe alternative sub-optimal alignments. On the proposed modeling, each sequence is represented by path through the model with two states coupled and uncoupled, see Fig.1 . Coupled state occurred in ancestral sequences. However, uncoupled state is described independent residues and nucleotide. Transition from coupled to uncoupled state occurs with probability P G . While, in uncoupled state residues had self-looping. Furthermore, identical pairs in nucleotide sequences emission randomly from the set {A, C, T, and G} with probability P S . The probability computed by considering emission and transition along the path of two sequences. Thegoal is to find parameters, which maximize the probability of all sequences in the training set. Holmes [15] and Holmes and Durbin [19] , propose log-likelihood equations using Viterbi algorithm [20] for match , mismatch , and gap parameters as following:
Substitution model
(19) Setting random values for P G and P S , once can obtain statically estimation of scoring scheme parameters for SW algorithm.
The maximum alignment in the equation (11) also predicting in accordance with new equations (17), (18) , and (19) by compensation probabilistic values of in equation (12) in order to define the probabilistic value for , which denoted by . Probabilistic value denotes the highest alignment under the generative model as follow:
III. Testing Values and Discussion
In order to test the estimated parameters, transition PG and emission PS are set to twenty random values. Furthermore, and are calculated by equation (17), (18) , and (19), respectively. In addition, and are calculated using equation (12) and (20), respectively. Moreover, maximum alignment is obtained by equation (11) . These values are listed in Table 1 . Negative and/or positive values both are accepted, because nucleotides and residues mutating over evolutionary distance rate [1, 5, 8, 9] .
The experiments is conducted using the Code::Blocks (release 13.12), a C++ IDE. The dataset is obtained from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) [21] using CLC Sequence Viewer (version 7.0.2), which is a GUI software enable users to download and analysis bioinformatics data. Some parameters are adjusted in the software such as organism ID, modification, sequence length, and gene location and name. Furthermore, another adjustment of parameters are considered at NCBI genetic databank, where for every dataset a destination is used to allocate the sequence file, as well as the format. A standard FASTA format selected, which based on text format for explaining nucleotide or amino acid sequences.
As illustrated by the Fig.2 , values obtained by and are perfectly symmetrical, which in turn indicate the significance and accuracy relation of statically estimation of parameters involved in calculating and .
Another observation in Table 1 , is a direct correlation between and . In general, when increase, decrease conversely, see Fig. 3 . Inverse relation between and obviously occurs when ( ). However, when ( ) has fixed values equal to (-1), indicate that scores higher gap region than matches, which is a bottleneck. Highest negative values of occurs when ( ). In this case, minimallygap as mismatch over gaps. The maximum alignment of determines efficiently when setting , thus score higher gap region than mismatches. 
IV. Conclusion
This paper describes the methodology used in estimating local sequences alignment parameters.The experiments are conducted using a real environment. Furthermore, accuracy and correctness of the optimal alignment results are evaluated using mathematically and statically model.
The validation process of the optimal alignment is conducted using real dataset obtained from NCBI using CLC Sequence Viewer. Moreover, local sequence alignment parameters are adjusting mathematically, statically, and testing to obtain the optimal alignment. The validation process starts with the mathematical induction for the parameters. Statically estimation using HMM is proposed in order to predict the best alignment parameters and to prove the accuracy of the alignment. In addition, the parameters are adjusted, and the accuracy is tested by comparing mathematically and statically results. Optimal alignment is calculated and compared using Code::Blocks. Finally, optimal alignment parameters reported, and the whole system is evaluated. 
